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Brand identity design guide
Overview

OVERVIEW
Our brand is much more than a logo or a set of colors,
it defines who we are and how we act. It is how we see
ourselves and how we want other people to see us.
This is a guideline to help us achieve the desired results for our brand and work more efficiently by eliminating guesswork.
Swiipe is a fintech start-up company, developing payment and checkout solution to the online market. Our
focus is to secure the best buying experience, benefiting both the users and the companies.
Swiipe introduces real one-click-purchases on every
site, small as well as big. Swiipe holds subscriptions
and ensures easy onboarding of customers in the subscription industry.

We make shopping online
quick, easy and safe,
so everyone can enjoy it.
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Corporate logo

CORPORATE LOGO
Swiipe logotype is our primary visual symbol and our most
important brand asset.
Its design is based on the typeface Digital Sans EF Medium
which is a smart looking sans serif font.
It has this modern geometric look that corelates perfectly
with the company’s inovative solution, resulting in an elegant, clean and minimal look.
The “Swiipe” name is slashed with a transparent strip
which resembles speed and the action of swiping.

The logo in white must only be used against background
colors which are strong and dark in order to hold enough
contrast to maintain legibility.
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Corporate logo

LOGO COLORS

Prussian blue
#103251
R16 G50 B81
C99 M80 Y42 K37

Vivid Vermilion
#F16523
R241 G101 B35
C1 M74 Y99 K0

LOGO INTEGRITY

The clear space is the required area around the outside of
our logo. It must be kept free of other graphic elements.
The minimum required clear space for the logo is defined
by “α” as shown. This mesurement is equal to half of the
logomark cap height.
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Corporate logo

LOGO PROPORTION
For aesthetic reasons and consistency, the logotype must
scale proportionally to the guidelines bellow:

The smaller ellipse crosses over the larger ellipse at the top to
form a transparent strip which resembles the action of swiping.
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Corporate logo and call to action button

LOGOMARK

Our logomark is a simplified version of our logotype and
it is designed to fit in restricted spaces, such as square
social network profiles, the icon for our app, stationery
and the website loader.

LOGIN BUTTON

The Login button is a simple way to trigger the Swiipe login
process on websites and web apps. It was designed to grab
the user’s attention, increase clicks and engagement.
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Color palette

COLOR PALETTE
Color isn’t something you add only to resurrect a lifeless logo.
It has an impact on people’s emotions to the extent that it can
spark certain actions.
We chose a range of colors to primarily transmit safety and
trust. Our color system is anchored by a conservative blue and
supported with gray hues which communicate calmness, simplicity and reliance. Blue is also identified with productivity,
precision and intellect, making it a good choice for our innovative solution.
As well as trust, the vibrancy of the brick orange brings a
sense of energy, creativity and power.
Finalizing our color palette, we used light green hues which
give liveliness and balance.
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Typography

TYPOGRAPHY
Our chosen typography represents our brand with a style
that fits with and reinforces the brand’s voice and identity.
It communicates the message and ensures that the words are
quickly and easily understood. Additionaly, it provides a visual
appeal, preserving readers interest and inspiring action.
Swiipe’s primary typeface is Acumin Pro family font . It is
used across all print, digital and video formats. Acumin is
an extensive and versatile sans-serif Adobe typeface.
It is a neutral, general-purpose typeface that fulfils a range
of uses and has a large range of weights and widths.
When it is available, it should always be used, however
when it isn’t accessible, can be replaced by Arial or Roboto.
The secondary typeface is the Open Sans which is free to
use, has a neutral and friendly appearance. Optimized for
print, web, and mobile interfaces, it has excellent legibility.
When it isn’t available, it can be replaced by Aktive Grotesque or Helvetica.

Acumin pro

Aa

Regular

Aa
Condensed

Open Sans

Aa

Regular

Aa

Bold Condensed
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Implementation

IMPLEMENTATION
How we implement our design is an important part of our
visual identity system. It is essential that every application
is a consistent reflection of our corporate identity.
This section illustrates approved layouts for standard
swiipe business stationery
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Designed by Leonardo Pedrazzoli for Swiipe Payments
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